
The most-trusted professionals are nurses, pharmacists, vets, doctors and teachers. The
best-paid professionals are soccer players, racing drivers and people who work in legal
and financial services.

FACT:

What’s new?

Subject: The world of work

Function: Expressing likes and dislikes

Grammar: Verbs + ing or an infinitive

Before you open the book …
The topic of this Unit is the world of work. The structure item is verbs which are followed by the -ing form (I
enjoy cooking) and those which are followed by an infinitive (I’m planning to go to France for my holiday). The
verbs which will feature in the structure practice are plan, aim, hope, decide, enjoy, consider, delay and imagine. 

Some or all of these verbs should be known to the students already, and we recommend presenting the
ones that aren’t before you open the book. As we have said before, a well thought out presentation at this stage
is much better than encountering the word later and asking What does it mean? to the class. Always remember
that even a native speaker would have trouble answering the question: What does ‘consider’ mean?

Most of the verbs can be built into a question and answer session about work ambitions. Some students
may not want to talk about this topic to the rest of the class. For their own reasons, they may want to keep
their work and other ambitions to themselves. Therefore, in the following activity, we suggest that you ask
students to write answers on a piece of paper, rather than give their opinions in open class.

Start by writing Plans and ambitions on the board, followed by some questions, which activate some of the
verbs that will appear in this Unit.

1 What do you plan to do (after this course / when you leave college / school?)
2 Do you hope to travel?
3 Can you imagine living in a foreign country?
4 Would you consider working in a developing country?

Ask the class to write answers to one or more of these questions on a piece of paper. The whole activity can be
done anonymously, if the students prefer. They don’t have to write their name on the piece of paper. You then
collect the pieces of paper and read out some of the answers. Write some of the examples on the board.

If you do all the above activities before you open the book, you may find that you will talk about things
which are discussion items later on. You may find, for example, that when you get to the Ideas section, you
have already asked students the three questions which you will find there.
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At first sight, it would seem that everyone is going
to answer The BIG question in the same way, with
a loud ‘YES PLEASE!’ However, the topic of this
Unit goes a little further than that and we offer
students the chance to discuss other aspects of
work. The FACT box gives statistics which
distinguish between professionals who are trusted
and those who are well-paid.

Begin by asking the class to define the

professions. Write someone who on the board and
ask students to give a definition (but not the
profession) so that another student can guess the
profession. For example:

Student A: someone who looks after animals
Student B: a vet

It is clear that the people who are most trusted
are the ones who work in what we sometimes refer
to as the ‘caring professions’. Once we have

1 The BIG question: WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE A MILLION?



established that everyone knows what all the people
in the FACT box do, ask this question: When you
start your career, would you prefer to make a lot of
money, or to be in a profession that helps people? You
don’t need to discuss this for too long. In fact, you
can let the students vote their answer with a simple
show of hands. 

2 PREVIEW

Words

A The four professions illustrated are nurse,
teacher, racing driver and someone who works
in financial services (for example a bank, the
stock exchange or insurance). 

B There are now three questions which refer to the
professions in the FACT box. You may have
discussed this earlier. The questions themselves
are quite contentious - Which of the people in the
FACT box help others? There is an argument for
saying, for example, that people who work in the
financial services help the whole country, because
they contribute so much to the wealth of the
nation (especially Britain, with London being
the biggest international financial services centre
in the world). Because there is so much room for
disagreement about these questions, it is best to
have this conversation as a whole class activity, so
that students can be made aware of the views of
their classmates. 

C This activity focuses on some of the words and
expressions to do with work which will appear
later in the Unit.

D This is a set of True-False questions with a
difference – they are open to dispute. Is it
possible to be a student and have a full-time
job? In some countries, such as the USA and
the UK, where getting an education is
expensive, more and more people are working
full-time to finance their studies.

Background information

A note about the difference between the
terminology of legal professions in different
parts of the English-speaking world. In the US, a
lawyer is someone who is authorised to practise
law, conduct lawsuits or give legal advice. This
same person can give you advice, and also
represent you in court.

In the UK, when we talk about lawyers, we
distinguish between barristers and solicitors. A
barrister is a lawyer who speaks in a court of
law; he or she only practises in a court room. A
solicitor advises clients and provides legal
advice outside the courtroom, sometimes but
not necessarily in preparation for a court case.
Solicitors do appear in some lower courts to
represent their clients.

Many Commonwealth countries use the
British legal system, but with local variations. In
Canada, lawyers sometimes use the title
barrister and solicitor even though there is no
legal distinction between the advising and
litigating roles. Canadian lawyers can litigate or
give legal advice, like their American
counterparts. In Australia, solicitors give legal
advice and also appear in many courts.
However, there are also specialist barristers
who are instructed by clients and solicitors to
take a case to court.  Attorney is an alternative
word for lawyer, barrister or solicitor, and is
used mostly in the United States.
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2 PREVIEW Words C                    Answers
1 A part-time job is one which only takes part of
your day or week; a full-time job means you should
be doing it five (or more) days a week.
2 Entrepreneur is an interesting word for which
there are several definitions: someone who
recognises opportunities and organises resources to
take advantage of the opportunity; someone who
takes the risk of organising and operating a new
business venture; an executive is someone in a
management or directorial role.
3 An experience is an individual event: Going to
China was a great experience. The abstract noun

experience refers to the knowledge and skills you
have because you have spent time doing a
particular job.
4 Legal services refers to jobs such as solicitors or
barristers, who are given the general name of
lawyers (see the Background information box
below); Financial services refers to people who trade
on the financial markets, and also to accountants
who help individuals with financial matters.



Language

The examples in the Language section are taken
from the reading text on page 69. At first sight, the
target language of the four sentences may not be
clear, which is a good thing! If the structure focus is
too clear from the sentences in this section, then
the text on the next page will read more like a
structure vehicle than a genuine piece of writing. 

Students read the four examples, comment on
their meaning and what context they appear to be
from. They appear to be experiences and advice
from someone who is an entrepreneur. He / she
doesn’t seem to like working for other people. 

If you want students to do more structure
practice work before they proceed, they can at this
point do the structure exercises in the Workbook
section.

Ideas

Students are given three more sentences from the
reading text, and this time, they are asked about
their own experience and ambitions regarding
work. The topics may already have been dealt with
if you did all the earlier tasks in this guide.

3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 17 , Page 69 SB

The reading text is about a real American
entrepreneur called Geoff Cook, who became
famous for making a million dollars while he was
still a student. We contacted him after reading
about him and he was extremely helpful in
providing information about the way he made his
millions, and in giving advice to other would-be
student entrepreneurs. We would like to thank
Geoff Cook for his time and patience in reading
and commenting on the material we wrote about
him.
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We have provided some information about two
other famous entrepreneurs at the end of this
section. You can use this information as extra
reading material. Students can compare the routes
taken by different successful entrepreneurs.

While there is absolutely no suggestion that this
in any way involves Geoff Cook’s company, it is
interesting to note separately that universities
everywhere are becoming more and more
concerned about the issue of plagiarism. With
almost universal student access to the internet, it is
tempting for students to cut and paste texts from
the internet into their essays, without attribution.
This is in fact plagiarism (= using someone else’s
ideas as if they were your own). American
universities now often use special software that
compares the texts of student essays to the entire
internet, and highlights places where the words may
not belong to the students themselves. Your
students may also like to discuss whether it is right
to have help of any kind in writing essays for school
or university. Some may think that it is easier to
learn if you have guidance, help or if a group works
together collaboratively; others may think that
people only learn by their own individual efforts
and mistakes.

The new lexis is not difficult; students can probably
work out the meaning of financially independent,
fast-food options and instant success, either from the
words themselves or from the context.
3A Students should show that they understand

specific ideas in the text by choosing one of
the sentences (A to E) for each of the spaces (1
to 4). There is one extra sentence that is not
used (B). This is an activity type used in the
Cambridge ESOL FCE 2008+.

In the exam there are seven sentences
removed from a longer text, with an extra
unused sentence also shown.
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2 PREVIEW Language Answers 
A The verbs in list 1 are followed by to; the verbs
in list 2 are followed by -ing
B Verbs like the ones in list 1: agree, dare, expect,
fail, manage, mean, offer, prepare, pretend, promise,
refuse, wish
C Verbs like the ones in list 2: avoid, deny, fancy,
feel like, finish, give up, keep on, mind, miss, put off,
risk, spend time, suggest

Key words / expressions

• benefit (of youth)   • document   • edit   
• entrepreneur   • essay   • fast-food options
• financially independent   • focus on   
• funding   • hire   • instant success   • invest
• investors   • publicity   • turn down



3B This exercise can be done first, with 3A
quickly after it. By putting a time limit of
about five minutes on these activities the
students can be encouraged to skim the text
rapidly in order to get the general sense of it,
before they look for more specific details in the
next exercise 3C.

3C True or false questions about the content 
of paragraph 2. Both sentences are false. 
If the students aren’t sure about the first 
one, they should read the first line of 
paragraph 3, which talks about what he did 
the next year.

3D Students have two questions to answer, and you
must encourage them to answer in their own
words, and not simply lift sentences from the
text. A good way to ensure that they do this is
to ask them to close their books before they
answer you!

3E The last reading task asks students to read
specifically to find words which mean the same
as the three definitions.

Background information / Internet reference

Geoff Cook: Google him. www.cyberedit.com is
now www.writinglabedge.com.

Bill Gates, the founder of Microsoft, is the
richest person in the world. He is worth about
100 billion dollars. Not only that, but as
recently as 2000, two of his co-workers were
also in the top five richest people in the world.
Paul Allen, the co-founder of the company, and

Steve Ballmer, the president, came in at three
and four in the rich list. So how did it all start?

Gates was born in 1955 and grew up in
Seattle. He began programming computers at
the age of 13. In 1973, he went to Harvard
University, where he met Steve Ballmer. While
at Harvard, Gates developed a version of the
programming language BASIC for the first
microcomputer - the MITS Altair. 

In his junior year, Gates left Harvard to
devote his energies to Microsoft, a company he
had begun in 1975 with his childhood friend Paul
Allen. They began developing software for
personal computers. This was a high-risk
strategy in the mid-70s, when established
companies such as IBM had already decided that
the world market for personal computers was
limited. At the time, a personal computer cost
about half the average annual salary in the USA.

Gates gives a lot of his wealth to charity.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has
committed more than $3.2 billion to organisations
working in global health and more than $2 billion
to improve learning opportunities, including the
Gates Library Initiative to bring computers,
Internet Access and training to public libraries
in low-income communities in the United States

and Canada.

Richard Branson is the fourth richest British
business person, and founder of the Virgin
brand, which ranges from airlines to mobile
phones. He began as a entrepreneur when he
was still at school, founding Student Magazine.

He then set up a mail order business supplying
vinyl records (before the days of CDs).
Eventually, he opened the Virgin Record Store,
built a recording studio and started a record
label. His first release was an instrumental
album called Tubular Bells by Mike Oldfield, a
huge best-seller. In most cases, Branson
eventually sells his businesses to other
companies and moves on to other things. The
record stores now belong to the multinational
EMI, and the airline is mainly owned by
Singapore Airlines. His newest venture, Virgin
Galactic, will take tourists into space. Branson
says he has ten secrets for success:

1. You’ve got to challenge the big ones. 
2. Keep it casual. 
3. Haggle: everything is negotiable. 
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3 READING A / B / C Answers

A 1 A   2 E 3 D   4 C (B !)

B Geoff Cook’s business was CyberEdit. 
He provided computer editing services for 
students.

C 1 False 2 False

3 READING D / E Example answers
D 1 Investors became interested in the company
and Cook got a million dollars of funding.
2 A young entrepreneur is likely to receive more
publicity.
E 1 benefit    2 consider    3 combining



hospital in India, they must think of this as a
role play.

More importantly, they must remember
that attitude is almost as important as
qualifications in an interview for a job.
Therefore, in answering the two questions here,
it isn’t enough to say: I’m well qualified to do
this job. You need to sell yourself much more
strongly than this. Students should learn
expressions such as: I’m absolutely the best
candidate you will see for this job because …

5B The second pre-listening task is designed to
make students familiar with some of the key
expressions that they will hear on the tape.
There are four questions. Depending on the
amount of time you have, you can do this as a
whole class activity, allowing the more advanced
students to teach the rest, or you can let the
class discuss it in groups first.

5C Students now listen and answer yes / no
questions. However, we should expect more
from our students at this level than merely a yes

4. Have fun working. 
5. Do the right things for the brand. 
6. Smile for the cameras! 
7. Don’t lead ‘sheep’; herd ‘cats’. 
8. Move like a bullet. 
9. Size does matter. 
10. Be a common, regular person.

4 TALK ABOUT IT

Students discuss their own likes and dislikes about
work. They can consult Language Bank 24 for
useful expressions. This is recommended as a pair
work activity but can work equally well in groups
or as a whole class activity. 

5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 15, Page 70 SB

The Audio text is in the Workbook (page 71) and
contains two contrasting interviews for a job. Two
candidates are interviewed by the same interviewer. 
Activity B will activate the main expressions from
this list. It is worth pointing out here that though
we refer to first-class degree and second-class degree,
the colloquial way of referring to university
qualifications is a First, a Two-one (2.1), a Two-two
(2.2) and a Third; for example: he thinks he’s special
because he got a First at Oxford and I only got a 2.2
at Birmingham!
5A The illustration in this section is the

advertisement that the two candidates 
saw when they applied for the job. The 
first pre-listening task puts the students in 
the same position as the people being
interviewed. Assuming that not all (or even
any) of your students are really qualified to
apply for a job as a project engineer building a
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Key words / expressions

• advertise for   • attract   
• developing parts of the world   
• engineer   • (civil) engineering   
• feel very strongly about   
• first-/second-class degree   
• human resources   • specialise in
• come top = be first (in a class)
• CV = Curriculum Vitae
• quality = skill

5 LISTEN IN B Answers
1 The successful candidate is the one that gets the
job.
2 A first-class degree is the best degree you can get
from a British university.
3 The Human Resources Department of a
company is responsible for recruiting new staff,
and making sure their existing staff are doing their
jobs adequately and are receiving the required in-
service training. 
4 Although not everyone is happy with these
expressions, the developed world usually refers to the
mainly northern hemisphere countries (plus the
English-speaking countries of the southern
hemisphere) which enjoy a relatively high standard
of living through a strong high-technology
economy. Most countries with a high per capita
gross domestic product (GDP) are considered
developed countries; developing countries are poor or
middle-income countries, based upon the average
income per person. Most countries in Africa, Asia
and Latin America are in the developing world.



or no. Therefore, the instruction additionally
asks them to give more details. 

5D This is an unusual activity, and one which the
students might have difficulty with. They have
to listen and judge the attitude of each of the
people they hear. 

6 CONTROVERSY See Role cards Page 65 WB

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. The role play is an interview for a
job and is designed for four people to do
together. Before the group works on the
interview itself, they have to write an
advertisement for the job that they are going to
interview or apply for. Students may need some
help with this. As a whole class activity, you can
ask the class to give you some ideas for different
types of jobs, and then write them on the board.
If they have trouble thinking of anything, start
with ones that the students might find attractive
– media (TV, films, magazines, newspapers,
websites), airlines (pilots, stewards), sports
(motor-racing engineers, fitness coaches),
fashion (designers, models), diplomacy
(diplomat, interpreter), law, medicine, business,
accounting.

When the group has decided on a job, they
share out the roles. There are four very distinct
roles, two for interviewers, two for candidates.
One interviewer is nice (friendly and helpful),
the other is nasty. They should both interview
both candidates. The candidates also have
different styles – one is very enthusiastic, the
other simply wants to draw attention to his / her
qualifications. As usual, give the groups less time
than they THINK they want. The best work in
these role plays is often the language they use
when they are performing – things that they
didn’t rehearse.

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING

The writing task is a formal letter of application.
There is another example of a letter of application
in Unit 8. Check the suggestions we made there as
well as the suggestions here.

5 LISTEN IN C Answers
1 No. He seems to have no interest in the job,
because he fails to take advantage of the questions
that the interviewer asks.
2 Yes. She talks about the places where the
company is involved in engineering projects.
3 Yes. He’s been on the company website and
seems to know a lot about what they do.
4 No. She isn’t impressed with his qualifications
because he only got a second-class degree.
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5 LISTEN IN D Suggested answers
1 The first interviewer is friendly and makes
every attempt to get the candidate to talk more
about himself. Her attitude is helpful and good for
the kind of work she does.
2 The first candidate does not make a very good
impression of himself! He has made no attempt to
find out anything about the company, and hasn’t
prepared any questions. He has a very good degree
in a difficult subject, which is in his favour, but he
seems rather arrogant about this. He seems to
think that having a first-class degree is an
automatic ticket to a job!
3 The second interviewer is less friendly. She
reacts in a rather cool manner to the things that
the candidate says, and doesn’t congratulate him
on the work he has done to find out about the
company.
4 The second candidate has a good attitude. He
has made an effort to find out about the company
from its website, and has a pleasant manner
throughout the interview. He deals very well with
the interviewer’s rather negative attitude to his
second-class degree.



Writing model  –  formal application

8 BUSINESS in English Page 70 SB

The cross-curricular activity continues the theme of
work by looking at the kind of work that people
do. As often is the case in this section, we have
varied the visual and text content. There is a graph
of working habits in the UK, plus a question and
answer section, where the students match the
questions with the texts.

The key words here are growth and decline,
manufacturing jobs and service industry. There is no
reason why your students should know percentages
of work in manufacturing and service industries.
However, they may be a little surprised to see what
the graph tells us. In the UK, there are far more
jobs in service industries than in manufacturing
and this trend is increasing. Some of the statistics
here came as a surprise to the authors, particularly
the fact that financial and business services now
account for one in five jobs, as opposed to one in
ten jobs less than 30 years ago. As more and more
manufacturing jobs move to new economies like
China, this trend is set to continue in most
developed, western countries. Meanwhile, even
some developing countries, in particular India, are
expanding their service industries, such as
computing and call centres, very rapidly. Obviously,
one of the key factors in this is having a large
educated population that speaks good English.
8A The first activity tries to help students

conceptualise service industry jobs and
manufacturing jobs. Auto-engineering and
paper-making are clearly manufacturing jobs
and tourism is a service industry. But what
about fashion? There is some manufacturing,
but it is mainly a service industry (the
manufacturing is usually contracted out,
especially to low wage countries).

8B Make two lists of more jobs in both sectors.
Write Manufacturing and Services on the board.
Ask students to shout out jobs quickly until you
have 10 jobs in each list. Here are some to help
you start: Manufacturing - clothes, computers,
steel-making; Services - supermarkets, financial
advice, medical research.

8C Students have to look at the graph and analyse
the facts. There are probably students in your
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109 Lark Hill Rise
Blackbird Common
Hay Heath BN5 TH8

The Human Resources Manager
Anglo-Iberian Air Limited
Gatwick Airport
West Sussex RH6 0NP

15th May 200X

Dear Sir / Madam,

I would like to apply for the position of
temporary ground steward, which was
advertised in Airline Magazine this week. I am
very well-qualified for the job, as I speak three
languages, Italian, English and Spanish, and I
am very good with people. I am very
interested in working in the aviation industry
full-time eventually.

I have a university degree in Economics and
am studying at the moment for an MA at the
University of Sussex. I live quite close to
Gatwick Airport, so a part-time position there
would be very suitable.

I am a native speaker of Spanish and I have
passed the Trinity College Grade 9 examination
and also the Cambridge First Certificate in
English. 

I hope you will consider my application
favourably, and I look forward to hearing from
you shortly. My CV is attached.

Yours faithfully,

Ana Martinez

Key words / expressions

• to account for   • auto engineering   
• average income   • to decline   
• ethnic group   • growth
• manufacturing industry (jobs)   
• service industry (jobs)   
• to work for yourself   • to be self-employed



class who find it easier to read graphs than to
read text. Do you know who they are? If you
don’t, now is the time to ask! And when you
know who they are, ask them if they would like
to interpret the facts as shown by the graph.

The facts are as follows: Since the 1970s in
the UK, jobs in manufacturing have declined
significantly for men, and a little for women.
Meanwhile, jobs in the service sector have
grown dramatically for women and
substantially for men. In the 1970s, there were
more or less equal numbers of these jobs for
men and women.

For the second part of this activity, students
are asked if they know about changes in the
world of work in their country. They may not
know any of the national statistics on this
matter, but they may have personal or
anecdotal evidence, a factory closure for
example, or the opening of a hypermarket on
the outskirts of the town or city. 

8D Finally, students read the three short texts
which add more information about the change
in work patterns. Students then match the texts
to the questions. 

9 YOUR TOPIC

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. This is an examination-style pair
work activity which requires Student A to prepare a
four-minute talk and Student B to ask questions
about it. As we pointed out in the Introduction,
you have to think about what Student B is going to
do while Student A is preparing the talk. Student
Bs could spend the time thinking of and writing
down general questions on the topic that Student
As have chosen. If the Student As need some help

with choosing a topic, here are some ideas:
1 What people do best in this country (what is it

famous for?).
2 Multinational companies (either those that are

based in your country, or foreign companies
that operate in your country).

3 How work in your country is changing.
4 How work in your country should change in

future.
Student Bs are directed to Language Bank 5,
where they will find useful expressions for asking
for clarification.

10 Your answer:

Finally, we come back to The BIG question and, as
usual, we offer some subsidiary questions and
provide some specimen answers for them. Once
again, remind the students that we don’t expect
them to agree with any of the stated opinions,
merely to note the useful strategies that they
provide. For example, in the examples given, the
expressions My ambition is to … and I’d enjoy
working as a… will be useful to help them express
their thoughts and opinions.

Workbook  answers Pages 36-37 WB

1 Language: verbs + gerund or infinitive

1A 1 He denied stealing the money. 
2 Everyone feels like leaving.
3 He suggested starting a company.
4 We’ve finished asking questions.
5 My sister is considering taking a part-time

job.
6 I’ve given up smoking.
7 He’ll carry on his studies at school.
8 We don’t mind leaving the party now.

1B Alternative answers are possible

1 The manager attempted to lock his office
door.

2 The salesman agreed to send the customer a
brochure.

3 They are refusing to help us.
4 In our business, we aim to please our

customers. 
5 I’m hungry. I plan to go to the restaurant.
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8 BUSINESS in English A / C / D
Answers

A 1 manufacturing 2 manufacturing    
3 both    4 service

C 1(a) True    2(b) False
D 1 Have the types of jobs in Britain changed?

2 Are more women working than men?
3 Who is more likely to be self-employed?



1C Students’ own answers

2 Use of English

2A Alternatives are possible
1 While I was at university, I worked for an
internet company.
2 It took me fifty hours a week to edit up to
ten essays a night.
3 I was asked by Wired magazine to write an
article about my life.
4 If young people want to start a company, I
advise them to do it now!

2B 1g 2i 3a 4e 5d 6h
7j 8c 9b 10f

3 Portfolio writing

Students’ own answers

4 Connections

4A 1f     2g     3b     4c     5a 6h
7d 8e

4B / C
1 A salary is paid monthly; a wage is usually

paid by the hour.

2 !

3 To take someone on means to give them a
job; to promote someone means to give them
a higher position in the same company.

4 A career is work in a particular field,
theoretically for life; a job is something you
do.

5 An employer is the boss; an employee works
for the boss.

6 !

7 !

8 To be hired is to be given a job; to be laid off
means to lose that job.
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